Diurnal variation affects age-related profile in skin thickness.
We have previously demonstrated that over the course of each day there are changes in skin thickness that can be measured by B-mode ultrasonography. This suggests that there is a shift in dermal fluid from the face toward the legs by gravity, resulting in a diurnal variation in skin thickness. Therefore, age-dependent profiles in skin thickness were evaluated by B-mode ultrasonography in the morning or in the afternoon for 130 normal Japanese females aged 18-83 years. Three areas of the face (the forehead, the corners of the eye, and the cheeks) were measured as distinctively sun-exposed areas while the flexion side of the forearm was measured as a weakly sun-exposed area. A weak correlation between skin thickness and age was found in all areas measured (positive for the forehead, the corners of the eye, and the cheeks; negative for forearms) in the morning but not in the afternoon, when only a weak positive correlation was observed in the cheek. These results indicate that when measuring skin thickness, an appropriate time for taking measurements should be selected with consideration of the movements of dermal fluid over the course of each day.